NMR of glycans: shedding new light on old problems.
The diversity in molecular arrangements and dynamics displayed by glycans renders traditional NMR strategies, employed for proteins and nucleic acids, insufficient. Because of the unique properties of glycans, structural studies often require the adoption of a different repertoire of tailor-made experiments and protocols. We present an account of recent developments in NMR techniques that will deepen our understanding of structure-function relations in glycans. We open with a survey and comparison of methods utilized to determine the structure of proteins, nucleic acids and carbohydrates. Next, we discuss the structural information obtained from traditional NMR techniques like chemical shifts, NOEs/ROEs, and coupling-constants, along with the limitations imposed by the unique intrinsic characteristics of glycan structure on these approaches: flexibility, range of conformers, signal overlap, and non-first-order scalar (strong) coupling. Novel experiments taking advantage of isotopic labeling are presented as an option for overcoming spectral overlap and raising sensitivity. Computational tools used to explore conformational averaging in conjunction with NMR parameters are described. In addition, recent developments in hydroxyl detection and hydrogen bond detection in protonated solvents, in contrast to traditional sample preparations in D2O for carbohydrates, further increase the tools available for both structure information and chemical shift assignments. We also include previously unpublished data in this context. Accurate determination of couplings in carbohydrates has been historically challenging due to the common presence of strong-couplings. We present new strategies proposed for dealing with their influence on NMR signals. We close with a discussion of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and the advantages of using (13)C isotope labeling that allows gathering one-bond (13)C-(13)C couplings with a recently improved constant-time COSY technique, in addition to the commonly measured (1)H-(13)C RDCs.